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中文摘要  

 

  受惠於科技的進步，人們可以隨時隨地用相機或智能手機拍照來記錄生活。

但是照片無法保存完整的信息。因此需要使用文字紀錄整個故事並保留一些特定

信息當作圖片訊息的補充。許多人選擇編寫圖文交織的部落格使得生活記憶得以

保存。但是像痞客邦這樣的熱門部落格網站並沒有照片回憶功能。而谷歌相簿雖然

有基本的照片搜索功能，但此搜索功能卻不支援圖片上下文相關故事信息的搜索。

據我們所知，這是第一個針對圖文生活日誌進行圖片回憶的研究。 

 我們從痞客邦收集圖文生活日誌資料集“Blog-travel”，並模仿人們對此資料

集從五種不同面向進行圖片回憶標記。我們另外從痞客邦搜集了更大的資料集

“Blog-travel-large”來做更多訓練和比較。 

    此外，我們比較了一些圖片和文字的嵌入編碼器，並提出了“圖片模型”和

“故事模型”來做圖片回憶檢索。圖片模型透過無監督式的圖文嵌入學習，可以將

圖片和文字嵌入到同一個空間中，進而可以用文字對圖片做檢索。而故事模型單純

使用圖片附近的故事來做文字對文字的檢索，在對應到鄰近圖片達成文字對圖片

檢索。由於上述兩種模型具有互補性，因此我們將兩個模型結合成為一個模型“圖

片故事模型”，此模型在“Blog-travel”做圖片回憶評分時的結果優於谷歌圖像搜

索也優於訓練在MSCOCO資料集表現最好的圖文嵌入模型。我們更進一步地考慮

了不同的 query會造成相關故事和圖片間的距離差異，提出圖片故事注意力模型，

使得表現更加提升。 

 

關鍵字：圖文生活日誌，圖片回憶，圖文嵌入學習，圖片檢索  
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ABSTRACT 

 

 Benefit from the advancement of science and technology, people can easily take 

photos with cameras or smart phones anytime anywhere to record their life. However, 

photos cannot keep the complete information. Text is the complement to describe the 

whole story and keep some specific messages. Therefore, writing image-text intertwined 

lifelog is a popular way to keep life memory. And then how to retrieve image precisely 

between tons of images with context information in lifelogs is a big issue. The modern 

blog websites like PIXNET does not have function of photos recall. Another online photo 

storage like Google Photos has basic photo search function does not support to search 

photos with related story information. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

research addressing image recall on image-text intertwined lifelog. 

 We collect an image-text intertwined lifelog dataset “Blog-travel” from PIXNET, 

and to imitate people to do image recall on this dataset from five different points of view. 

Furthermore, we collect a bigger dataset “Blog-travel-large” to do more training and 

comparison. 

 We compare some image and sentence encoders and propose Image model and Story 

model for image recall retrieval. Image model can transfer image and text to the same 

embedding space through unsupervised learning, so that the image can be retrieved by 

text. The Story model simply uses the story near the image to calculate text-text similarity 

score, and assign the score to the image to make image retrieval possible. Since the above 

two models are complementary, we combine the two models into the Image-story model. 

This model outperforms Google Image Search on image recall task on Blog-travel, and 

also outperforms the state-of-the-art model which is trained on MSCOCO dataset. 
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Moreover, we notice that the distance between the image and the related stories will be 

different by different queries. And then we propose Image-story attention model which 

combines different Image-story models which consider different image-story distances to 

get better performance. 

 

Keywords: Image-text lifelog, Image recall, Image-text embedding learning, Image 

retrieval 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

    Benefit from the advancement of science and technology, people can easily take 

photos with cameras or smart phones anytime anywhere to record their life. Photo has 

two advantages to keep memory: 1) Real visual scene at a moment. 2) Detailed 

information. (ex: Color? Size? How many?) However, photos cannot keep the complete 

information. For example, the same image with different stories are represented different 

memories (See Figure 1-1). Text provides important clues to describe the whole story and 

keeps some specific messages. Therefore, writing image-text intertwined blogs is a 

popular way to keep life memory. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Example of different stories with the same photo are represented different 

memories.  (https://cdn.pixabay.com/photo/2018/06/12/01/04/road-3469810__480.jpg) 

 

    However, while people want to recall some photos, how to retrieve image precisely 

between tons of images with related story information in the blog is a big issue. The 

modern blog websites like PIXNET does not have function of photo recall. Another 
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online photo storage like Google Photos has basic photo search function may not support 

to search photos with related story information. In this thesis, we plan to build a model to 

deal with image recall task. 

 

1.2 Image Retrieval 

    Image retrieval is a technique for searching an image database from an user’s 

interested query. There are two traditional image retrieval models: text-based image 

retrieval (TBIR) and content-based image retrieval (CBIR). Text-based model uses 

metadata such as keywords or descriptions corresponding to the image so that image 

retrieval can work via text semantic similarity. While content-based image retrieval 

(CBIR) uses the contents (color, shape, texture information etc.) that can be extracted 

from the image itself so that image retrieval can work via visual similarity. We plan to 

build a model containing text information and content information. 

 

1.3 Personal Image Retrieval on Lifelog 

    In recent years, writing image-text intertwined blog is a popular way to record 

personal life. Therefore, personal image retrieval is needed if the number of images is 

large. Off-the-shelf application like “PIXNET” and “Google Photos” (Figure 1-2) may 

not have this function or still have a lot of room for improvement. Hence, it is still an 

ongoing problem to be solved.  

    It is different from traditional image retrieval models mentioned in section 1.2. There 

is no precise caption of a target image. Instead, there are perhaps related stories around 

the image. (Figure 1-3) 
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Figure 1-2 Example of image search of “Google Photos”. The result shows the search 

does not consider the related text stories near the images. 

 
 

 

Figure 1-3 In blog, there is no precise caption of a target image. Instead, there are 

perhaps related stories around the image. 
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1.4 Image-Text Embedding Learning 

    Image and text representations are important when we want to use image or text 

information on computation. Learning image embedding or text embedding is a modern 

way for image or text representation. The embedding vector is shown to achieve good 

performance in many tasks. In order to achieve better performance on some multi-model 

tasks like image-text retrieval task, learning the coordinated representation embedding of 

multi-model is a popular way. That is, learning a coordinated embedding space for both 

image and text could help do image-text retrieval straightly. 

 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

    This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we will introduce the related works 

and discuss what the differences are between these works and our work. In Chapter 3, we 

will discuss what dataset we need to do the image recall task and how to collect the data, 

how to imitate people do image recall annotation and how to evaluate the system 

performance. In Chapter 4, we will introduce our four models and how they do the image 

recall. In Chapter 5, we will show all the results and compare them. In Chapter 6, we will 

conclude our contributions and suggest the future works. 
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Chapter 2 Related Work 

 

2.1 Image Retrieval 

    Image retrieval becomes more and more important since the advancement of science 

and technology like big storage and camera. There are many surveys of this research 

direction [1][2][3]. Early techniques to image retrieval were basically based on the textual 

annotation of images. Images were needed to annotated first with text and then searched 

using a text-based approach. However, annotations related to the image is not cheap and 

the performance of this approach to image retrieval is very sensitive to the keywords. 

Therefore, content-based image retrieval (CBIR) becomes important and popular recently. 

How to extract features from an image is the key point of CBIR. Color, shape and texture 

are important features for image retrieval and many researches focus on those features 

extraction and analysis [4][5][6][7][8]. However, it is still not enough when using those 

features to do image retrieval because image contains much information. 

    There are many datasets such as MSCOCO and Flickr30k which contain images and 

corresponding captions so that image retrieval model can be trained and test on them. But 

to the best of our knowledge, there are no dataset to do the image recall task via image-

text intertwined lifelog. Therefore, we need to build a new image-text intertwined dataset 

to approach our goal. 

 

2.2 Image-Text embedding learning 

    Image and text representations are important when we want to use image or text 

information on computation. Learning image embedding or text embedding is modern 

way for image or text representation. VGGNet [9] and ResNet [10] could encode image 
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into image embedding and achieve good performance on ImageNet classification and the 

related tasks. Skip-thought vector [11], InferSent [12] and USE [13] could represent 

sentences in a single vector as sentence embedding which is strong in many tasks. 

Furthermore, these embedding models are also good at many different tasks via transfer 

learning. In order to achieve better performance on some multi-model tasks like image-

text retrieval task, learning the coordinated representation embedding of multi-model is a 

popular way. 

    Zhedong Zheng et al. [14] use dual-path convolutional structure to learn the image-

text coordinated embedding. However, the structure assumes every image is one class and 

to do the classification problem. This method seems not reasonable for the dataset which 

contains many similar images. And it is very hard to do the classification problem if the 

number of image class is too large. Liwei Wang et al. [15] use the structure which is called 

two-branch neural networks to learn the image-text coordinated embedding, and achieve 

the state-of-the-art performance on many Image-text matching tasks. But this method is 

based on supervised learning which needs annotated datasets. In our dataset, there is no 

supervised annotation to train. Therefore, we refer two-branch neural networks structure 

but we apply unsupervised learning which uses the stories near the image instead of the 

annotated captions. 

 

2.3 Lifelog and Memory Recall 

    Many lifelog research focuses on how to extract the video information from the 

sensors. Kiyoharu Aizawa et al.[16] proposed a system which could do key frame 

extraction, human voice detection and human face detection. However, some memory 

cannot be recorded by any sensor because people may just keep their thoughts in their 
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minds. Sometimes, people like to write down the memory on dairy or blog as lifelog. 

Therefore, we want to do the research deeper in memory of mind. 

    Lu Jiang et al. [17] build a QA system which could answer question from albums. 

However, the image and text in their MemexQA dataset is paired not intertwined. It is 

hard to keep the whole story of memory. Therefore, we need to build a new image-text 

intertwined dataset to approach our goal. 
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Chapter 3 Blog-Travel Dataset 

    There are many datasets whose goals are to evaluate the QA or IR system. However, 

these datasets are based on pair of image and caption. To the best of our knowledge, there 

is no dataset to evaluate image retrieval system on image-text intertwined blog. Therefore, 

we build a dataset “Blog-Travel” which is selected from real blogs. We try to imitate the 

author to annotate the recall query and the corresponding image answers. 

 

3.1 Data Collection 

    Writing blog is a popular way to record personal memory with both images and texts. 

We consider PIXNET1, which is a popular and good resource to collect blogs. From 

PIXNET we collect a small dataset “Blog-travel” which contains 26,198 images in 1,373 

travel articles from 30 authors. To imitate recalling image from authors, we recruit 

annotators to annotate 30-35 questions for each author. Furthermore, we collect larger 

dataset “Blog-travel-large” which contains 345,564 images and 14,831 articles from other 

authors to do the model training (see Chapter 4). 

    There is a ubiquitous phenomenon that many blogs are written for commercial 

purposes especially in some domains like “3C” or “game”. In order to reduce that 

commercial situation, we choose the “travel” domain to get better quality of personal 

memory blogs. But there are still many commercial blogs like introducing hotel or 

restaurant. Therefore, in “Blog-travel” dataset (see Figure 3-1), we choose a popular 

sightseeing spot “Eiffel Tower” as a search seed that is less intention to be advertised. 

                                                

1 PIXNET is the most interested social media in Taiwan and its “Blog” service brings together a rich 

variety of content. See https://www.pixnet.net/blog 
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Figure 3-1 Details of blog-travel dataset from 30 authors. The left column is 

authors’ ID. A: article. I: image. C: character. We control the number of articles of each 

author is between 10 to 99. 
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Detail Blog-travel Blog-travel-large 

Data source PIXNET PIXNET 

Seed of crawler “Eiffel tower” Tourist attractions, countries and capitals 

Statistics Blog-travel Blog-travel-large 

Authors 30 6,550 

Articles 1,373 14,831 

Images 26,198 345,564 

Characters 1,333,981 24,718,928 

Images/Articles 19 23 

Characters/Articles 971 1,666 

Table 3-1 Detail and statistics of two datasets. 

 

    In “Blog-travel-large” dataset, we set many other search seeds like tourist attractions, 

countries and capitals all around world to get more diversity. And we get 14,831 articles 

from 6,550 authors which show high diversity as well. Table 3-1 shows the detail of two 

datasets.  
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    We plot each article in Blog-travel-large as a spot on Figure 3-2 to know the habit of 

blog writers. Where x-axis is number of images of one article, and y-axis is number of 

characters of one article. From Blog-travel-large dataset density plot, most of all articles 

contains 0-30 images and 0-2,000 characters. The number of images and the number of 

characters are positive correlative for most of all articles. That is, the article with more 

images needs more stories. But when the number of images or characters are big enough, 

the correlation between them becomes negative. The probably reason of this phenomenon 

might be that the author does not want to spend too much time on writing an article. In 

other words, the author uploading too many images may not want to write stories for all 

of them.  

 

Figure 3-2 Blog-travel-large dataset density plot. Light spot means high density. Dark 

spot means low density. 
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3.2 Annotation of Image Recall 

    In order to imitate the author to recall memory in the future, we recruit 13 annotators 

to annotate five types of memory annotations: (1) 我吃過的食物 (The food I ate). (2) 

我住過的旅店 (The accommodation I stayed in). (3) 換句話說 (In other words). (4) 

圖文結合 (Image-text combined). (5) 最重要的回憶 (The most important memory) 

(See Table 3-2). Each author is annotated 30-35 query-answers pairs by 6-7 annotators. 

Details and examples are described as follows.  

Query type name Reason 

我吃過的食物 

(The food I ate) 

 

Eating is daily routine 

我住過的旅店 

(The accommodation I stayed in) 

 

Accommodation is daily routine when 

traveling 

換句話說 

(In other words) 

 

Imitate situation that human use different 

words to recall  

圖文結合 

(Image-text intertwined) 

 

Imitate situation that human use image-text 

intertwined information to recall 

最重要的回憶 

(The most important memory) 

Recall the most important memory 

Table 3-2 Five types of annotation and responding reasons 
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(1) 我吃過的食物 (The food I ate). Eating is a daily routine and people like to record 

and recall what they eat. Annotators imitate author to annotate the images and contexts 

of what food they eat in the article. (See Figure 3-3) 

 

Figure 3-3 Example of annotation in “我吃過的食物 (What food I ate)” 

 

(2) 我 住 過 的 旅 館  (The accommodation I stayed). In traveling blogs, the 

accommodation might be another daily routine to record when traveling. Annotators 

imitate author to annotate the images and contexts of what accommodation they stayed 

in the article. (See Figure 3-4).  

 

Figure 3-4 Example of annotation in “我住過的旅館  (What accommodation I 

stayed)” 
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(3) Q1換句話說 (In other words). The annotator need to imitate the author to write a 

query to search the image. The query cannot use the same keyword as original context, 

but the meaning of query and context should be similar. The annotator also needs to tick 

the reference images and sentences. (See Figure 3-5).  

 

Figure 3-5 Example of annotation in “換句話說 (In other words)”, the annotator sets 

the query to be “代表性的雕刻品” which has the similar meaning as “指標性的雕塑作

品” just in other words. Both of them have meaning “Representative carvings”. Notice 

that annotation could be non-continuous. 
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(4) Q2 圖文結合 (Image-text combined). Annotator needs to imitate author to write 

query to search the image. The query must include information from both the images and 

nearby stories. The annotator also needs to tick the reference images and sentences (See 

Figure 3-6).  

 

Figure 3-6 Example of annotation in “圖文結合 (image-text intertwined)”, the 

annotator set the query to be “古代風格的建築 (Ancient style building)” which is half 

from context information and half from image information. The information “古代

(ancient)” is from the context, and the information “建築 (building)” is from the image. 

Note that image answers from different queries could be same. (This image is also the 

answer for another query) 
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(5) Q3最重要的回憶 (The most important memory). Annotator needs to imitate author 

to write query to search the image. The annotator thinks of the query which is perhaps the 

most important memory for the author. The annotator also needs to tick the reference 

images and sentences (See Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8). 

 

 

Figure 3-7 Example of annotation in “最重要的回憶(The most important memory”, 

the annotator set the query to be “藝術家要求的特殊展覽方式 (Special exhibition 

methods requested by the artist)” which is thought to be the most important memory in 

the article. 
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Figure 3-8 Example of annotation in “最重要的回憶 (The most important memory”, 

the annotator set the query to be “比利時代表性紀念品 (Representative souvenirs from 

Belgium)” which is thought to be the most important memory in the article. 

 
 
    From all annotations, we draw four histograms for four types of memory questions 

(See Figure 3-9). These histograms are the distribution of distance between the images 

and the closest reference sentence. These show that most of the first reference sentence is 

near the image within distance 3. We also draw other four histograms which show the 

distribution of distance between reference image and all reference sentences (See Figure 

3-10). These show that some of reference sentences may be far away from the images. 
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Figure 3-9 The distribution of distance between reference image and the closest 

reference sentence. 

 

Figure 3-10 The distribution of distance between reference image and all reference 

sentences. 
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3.3 Evaluation 

    We choose mean average precision (MAP) as evaluation metric because there may 

be more than one answer of a given query. Here we list some MAP-related formulas as 

follows: 

• P@t : !"#$%&	()	*&"%	+(,-*-.%
*

, where t is predicted number 

• AP@k : 0
1-!(3,!)

∗ 𝑃@𝑡3
*90 , where n is number of correct answers 

• MAP@k : mean(AP@k) 

 

    However, we need to do the image recall evaluation on each author independently. 

That is, we need to compare 30 MAPs from 30 authors (Figure 3-11). In order to do 

evaluation efficiently, we design a new metric “normalize mean average precision” 

(NMAP) as follows:  

• NMAP@k : 0

:(;)<
;=>

∗ 𝐼 * ∗ 𝑀𝐴𝑃@𝑘 *C
*90 , 

where a is the number of authors, 𝐼(*) is total images of the author t. 

 

    We consider the square root of total number of images of the author as weight to 

normalize 30 MAP and sum all of them into just one score named NMAP＠k. 
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Figure 3-11 Choosing MAP@10 or NMAP@10 to be the metric when doing 

evaluation on 5 types of image recalls on Blog-travel dataset (“ac” means accommodation, 

“img_n” means total number of image of the author). The NMAP@10 metric is much 

simpler. And we will show more comparison between NMAP and 30 MAPs in Section 

5.4. 
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Chapter 4 Models 

4.1 Image-Story Model Structure 

    When users need to do image recall, there is an abstract memory in their mind. They 

need to transform the abstract memory into a text query. We propose Image model and 

Story model to compute similarity scores between query and images. Image model is 

based on unsupervised learning which trains the image and the text to the new coordinated 

embedding, where the image and the nearby stories will be close in the new embedding 

(See Section 4.2). Therefore, the cosine similarity between text query and images could 

be computed. Story model simply computes the cosine similarity between text query and 

all stories and assigns the similarity scores to nearby images (See Section 4.3). Due to the 

complementarity between these two models, we combine them by averaging their 

similarity scores to be the final scores (See Figure 4-1). 

 

Figure 4-1 Image-Story model structure. 
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4.2 Image Model 

    We refer to the structure of L. Wang et al. [14] which reach state-of-the-art 

performance on many image-text retrieval tasks. In the learning state (See Figure 4-2), 

sentence encoder extracts sentence important features as sentence embedding and image 

encoder extract image features as image embedding. And then, we build neural network 

to train these two embedding into a new coordinated embedding. The embedding loss 

constrains the image and sentence from the corresponding pair (positive pair) will be close 

to each other in the new embedding. On the other side, the image and sentence from non-

corresponding pair (negative pair) will be far away from each other in the new embedding. 

The detail of training will be discussed in Section 4.2.1.  

    After the new coordinated embedding is trained, we could input query and images 

to compute similarity scores (See Figure 4-3) to achieve image recall. 
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Figure 4-2 Structure of the learning stage which could train the sentence and image 

into a coordinated embedding. “fc” means fully-connected. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-3 Structure of Image model when doing image recall. 
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4.2.1 Embedding Loss Function 

    Embedding loss function is the objective function to be minimized in our learning 

stage. There are four types of positive pair and four types of negative pair (See Figure 

4-4). The distance of these eight types of pair will be computed for L1 to L4 (See formula 

(1) to (4)) from different point of view. And we will combine L1 to L4 to get final 

embedding loss L5 (See formula (5)). Where X is the set of images, Y is the set of 

sentences, 𝑥-ÎX, 𝑦-ÎY, m is the margin and d is the Euclidean distance. The details of 

formula are discussed as follows. 

 

Figure 4-4 Positive pairs and negative pairs to be used in embedding loss function. 
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    In (1), 𝑥-, 𝑦F  is positive image-sentence pair (See Figure 4-4), and 𝑥-, 𝑦3  is 

negative image-sentence pair. The embedding of the image should be close to the 

corresponding sentences embedding and should far away from the non-corresponding 

sentences embedding. 

    In (2), 𝑦-, 𝑥F  is positive sentence-image pair, and 𝑦-, 𝑥3  is negative sentence-

image pair. The embedding of the sentence should be close to the corresponding images 

embedding and should far away from the non-corresponding images embedding. 

    In (3), 𝑥-, 𝑥F  is positive image-image pair, and 𝑥-, 𝑥3  is negative image-image 

pair. That is, the loss is computed only considered the relation between the images. The 

embedding of the image should be close to the corresponding image embedding and 

should far away from the non-corresponding image embedding. 

    In (4), 𝑦-, 𝑦F  is positive sentence-sentence pair, and 𝑦-, 𝑦3  is negative 

sentence-sentence pair. That is, the loss is computed only under the consideration of the 

relation between the sentences. The embedding of the sentence should be close to the 

corresponding sentence embedding and should far away from the non-corresponding 
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sentence embedding. 

    In (5), the final embedding loss L5 equals to sum of all loss 𝐿-  with weight 𝜆- 

where iÎ{1,2,3,4}. We set 𝜆0=1.5, 𝜆I=1, 𝜆J=0, 𝜆K=0.05 and m=0.05 as original paper 

setting. 

 
4.2.2 From Supervised Learning to Unsupervised Learning 

    Most of the image-text embedding training method is based on the supervised 

learning which uses the pair of corresponding image and caption as ground truth. 

However, TBN_MSCOCO which is trained from that kind of dataset “MSCOCO” could 

not combine the information from related story and perform not well on the image recall 

task on Blog-travel (See Table 4-1). Therefore, we propose an unsupervised method to 

consider more information from related stories near the image.  

 
Baseline model Food Accom Q1 Q2 Q3 

TBN_MSCOCO 0.091 0.083 0.062 0.074 0.049 

Google_image_search 0.014 0.011 0.106 0.142 0.221 

Table 4-1 The performance of TBN_MSCOCO is apparently not as well as 

Google_image_search where TBN_MSCOCO refers Wang et al. [14] structure. 
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    From the statistics (See Figure 3-9), we consider the nearby sentences which are 

within distance 3 from an image to be the corresponding sentences of the image (See 

Figure 4-5). Instead of using the pairs of corresponding captions and the image (e.g., 

MSCOCO). We apply the pairs of nearby sentences and the image. Therefore, we do not 

need any caption annotation.   

 

 

Figure 4-5 Example of the sentences which is within distance 3 (red circles) from 

the image is the corresponding sentences of the image. 

 

    In addition, we change the batch size of the model from 500 (original paper) to 100. 

The idea of original model will pick top 10 similar image as negative example. This idea 

works for MSCOCO dataset because we could consider all images to be independent from 

each other. However, this idea seems wield in the blog because many images were taken 

from the same person in same place. We should not consider all image are independent 
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from each other. That is, top 10 from 500 images will easily pick the almost same photos 

which should not consider as negative example. But if we downsize the batch to 100, it 

could improve this situation and the model can still be trained efficiently. 

 

4.2.3 Image Encoder and Text Encoder 

    The original paper of L. Wang et al. [14] uses HGLMM as sentence encoder which 

is not very easy to train and implement on the rest of our research. Due to the purpose of 

this thesis focuses on finding a way to deal with image recall issue. We apply another 

state-of-the-art sentence encoder models to get sentence embedding. The original paper 

uses VGG19 as image encoder. We also apply different image encoder. Finally, we choose 

ResNet50 as image encoder and InferSent as sentence encoder after the comparison on 

MSCOCO. (Figure 4-6). 

 

 

Figure 4-6 The performance of different image encoder models and sentence encoder 

models on MSCOCO dataset. R@K which means recall at K is the common evaluation 

on image-text retrieval task. 
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4.3 Story Model 

    The structure of story model is pretty similar to Image model but simpler. Because 

query and stories are encoded by the same sentence encoder, we do not need to transfer 

them to new embedding. The cosine similarity between query and stories can be 

calculated straightly (See Figure 4-7). After all stories’ score are calculated, we assign 

each story score to the nearby images within distance k. If two or more story scores are 

assigned to the same image, we take the highest score for that image. 

 

Figure 4-7 Structure of story model. 
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4.4 Image-Story Attention Model 

 The related stories may be close or away from the corresponding image. We could 

use statistic data (See Figure 3-9) to simply choose near_3 (the sentences which are near 

the image within distance 3 are considered as the related stories of the image). However, 

different queries may benefit from different distances between the image and the related 

stories (See Figure 3-10). We propose an image-story attention model to combine image-

story model from near_1 to near_9 (See Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9). That is, the image-

story attention model could determine which image-story model (near_1 to near_9) 

should take more weight when a query comes.  

    During the training step, we apply 5-fold cross-validation to train and test the model. 

That is, we split authors into five groups. We take four groups as training data and leave 

one group as test data. We simply use one fully-connected layer to connect query 

embedding and the weights. Our target function is to make the average precision of image 

retrieval from the query as high as possible (maximum is 1). This function will let the 

model learn the relation between the query and how far the considered related story is 

from the image. 
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Figure 4-8 Structure of image-story attention model when training. Where APs are 

average precision of retrieving image by using the query. W1, W2, …, W9 are the 

weights which are determined by the query. 

 

 

Figure 4-9 Structure of image-story attention model when doing image recall. Where 

W1, W2, …, W9 are the weights which is determined by the query. 
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Chapter 5 Image Recall on Blog-Travel Dataset 

 

5.1 Experiment of Two Baseline Model 

    We design two baseline models “TBN_MSCOCO” and “Google image search”, 

where TBN_MSCOCO refers Wang et al. [14] structure and train on MSCOCO dataset. 

On the other side, “Google image search” is a strong baseline which applies Google image 

search function and restrict the search site on specific author blog’s website. The results 

(See Table 5-1) show TBN_MSCOCO is good at food type but is not well at types Q1, 

Q2 and Q3. The possible reason is that the captions in MSCOCO is too simple. There are 

many food-related or accommodation-related captions in MSCOCO dataset but not many 

special captions (e.g., Eiffel tower). That may make the model does not recognize special 

words well.  

 

Baseline model Food Accom Q1 Q2 Q3 

TBN MSCOCO 0.091 0.083 0.062 0.074 0.049 

Google image search 0.014 0.011 0.106 0.142 0.221 

Table 5-1 Baseline model results of 5 types performance on Blog-travel.  
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5.2 Experiment of Image Model 

    Due to the language of our dataset “Blog-travel” is Chinese, we design the following 

experiments to compare the performance between different sentence encoders (See Table 

5-2). First three Chinese encoders do Jieba segmentation2 and Gensim word2vec3 which 

is trained on Chinese wiki to get the word vectors of the sentence. We then apply 

convolutional neural network (CNN), recurrent neural network (RNN) or simple word-

embedding-based model (SWEM) [18] to transform the word vectors into one sentence 

vector. On the other side, the fourth encoder applies Google translate to translates Chinese 

sentence to English sentence. Next, the English sentences are encoded by InferSent 

sentence encoder to get the sentence vector. 

    The result shows that translating Chinese to English and applying InferSent 

outperforms other three pure Chinese encoders. The possible reason is that InferSent is a 

good structure and pretrained on SNLI (Stanford Natural Language Inference) which 

contains logical information. Compared with Chinese encoder, InferSent pretrained on 

high quality dataset so it could encode sentence with logical information. Besides, Google 

translate is quite strong and very suitable for image recall on type “Q1” (the query of Q1 

is rewritten from the sentences but use other words. After translation, the query and the 

sentences may be very similar or even the same). The result also shows that SWEM 

outperforms other two Chinese encoders. The possible reason is that CNN and RNN 

architecture have many parameters to be trained. It is powerful but may need more high 

                                                

2 “Jieba segmentation” is an open source project to transform Chinese characters into words. See 

https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba 

3 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html 
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quality data to train.  

 

Sentence encoder Food Accom Q1 Q2 Q3 

Seg + w2v + CNN 0.034 0.042 0.023 0.045 0.076 

Seg + w2v + RNN 0.006 0.015 0.044 0.094 0.112 

Seg + w2v + SWEM 0.021 0.042 0.096 0.158 0.169 

Google translate + InferSent 0.087 0.104 0.175 0.171 0.181 

Table 5-2 Comparison between different sentence encoders on image model. Metric is 

NMAP@10. Seg: jieba segmentation. w2v: genism word2vec which is pretrained on 

Chinese wiki. All of four models are near_3. 

 

Image model Food Accom Q1 Q2 Q3 

Near_1 0.041 0.075 0.137 0.135 0.148 

Near_2 0.070 0.095 0.149 0.189 0.158 

Near_3 0.087 0.104 0.175 0.171 0.181 

Near_4 0.111 0.119 0.134 0.155 0.200 

Near_5 0.073 0.141 0.099 0.145 0.177 

Near_6 0.037 0.063 0.079 0.087 0.083 

Near_7 0.029 0.139 0.074 0.083 0.071 

Near_8 0.047 0.015 0.070 0.059 0.074 

Near_9 0.060 0.013 0.062 0.075 0.065 

Table 5-3 Comparison between different distance between the considered related stories 

and the image. Metric is NMAP@10. Near_k: distance between sentence and image to 

do the unsupervised learning. Model is Google translate + InferSent with near_k. 
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    We also compare the different distance between the related stories and the image. 

Table 5-3 show that the performance of near_k models will drop significantly when k is 

bigger than 5. That means if too many sentences are considered as related stories, the 

training data will be too noisy. 

    We try to use more data with higher diversity to train the Image model with higher 

generality. Table 5-4 shows the result of Blog-travel-large is similar to TBN_MSCOCO 

but better than it. The performance on type “food” and “accommodation” is better when 

the model is trained on Blog-travel-large than that on Blog-travel. But the performance 

on types “Q1”, “Q2” and “Q3” is worse when the model is trained on Blog-travel-large 

than that on Blog-travel. The possible reason for these results is that type “food” and 

“accommodation” needs more generality, but type “Q1”, “Q2” and “Q3” with training 

data which contains higher density of related images and stories will be better in training. 

Another possible reason is that the dimension of new image-text coordinated embedding 

is 512 according to the original structure, but this dimension may not be suitable enough 

for more general case. 

Image model Food Accom Q1 Q2 Q3 

Seg + w2v + swem(Blog-travel) 0.021 0.042 0.096 0.158 0.169 

Seg + w2v + swem(Blog-travel-large) 0.040 0.129 0.064 0.081 0.113 

Table 5-4 Comparison between different training data. Both model use near_3. 
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5.3 Experiment of Story Model 

    The relevant stories are not always close to the target image. Besides, the closest 

relevant sentence may not contain all important information. And the closest image to the 

relevant sentence may not be the right image. Therefore, we design the following 

experiments to compare different types of query and different distance between the 

considered relevant sentence and target image (See Table 5-5). 

 
Story model Food Accom Q1 Q2 Q3 

Near_1 0.057 0.047 0.238 0.181 0.093 

Near_2 0.043 0.047 0.305 0.220 0.124 

Near_3 0.045 0.058 0.280 0.216 0.166 

Near_4 0.042 0.084 0.297 0.188 0.166 

Near_5 0.059 0.037 0.251 0.177 0.183 

Near_6 0.037 0.070 0.222 0.197 0.193 

Near_7 0.025 0.088 0.217 0.184 0.193 

Near_8 0.022 0.118 0.208 0.193 0.204 

Near_9 0.014 0.129 0.195 0.162 0.191 

Table 5-5 Comparison between different distance on story model. Metric is NMAP@10. 

Near_k: distance between sentence and image to be assigned score. 

 

 The result shows the performance of types “Q1” and “Q2” is better when the 

considered distance is 2 or 3. But the result shows the performance of type “Q3” may take 

longer considered distance to get better performance. There is a possible reason from 

Figure 5-1 (true distance between image and all relevant sentences). The most of cases of 
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distance of type “Q1” or “Q2” are shorter than 3, but there are many cases of distance of 

type “Q3” are longer than 3. For different types of questions, the distance between the 

most important sentence and target image may be quite different. Actually, “Q3” is the 

most important part of memory recall. But it is not very easy to get the relevant sentences 

for the target image. 

 

Figure 5-1 Distance between image and all relevant sentences in annotations 
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5.4 Experiment of Image-Story Attention Model 

    Table 5-6 shows that different query type will benefit from different image-story 

near_k model. Our proposed image-story attention model could take different 9 weights 

for image-story near_1 to near_9 models. The combination of 9 models will get even 

better performance in the most cases. 

Image-Story model Food Accom Q1 Q2 Q3 

Near_1 0.081 0.073 0.231 0.214 0.149 

Near_2 0.122 0.100 0.297 0.236 0.177 

Near_3 0.101 0.153 0.302 0.256 0.228 

Near_4 0.101 0.159 0.241 0.214 0.246 

Near_5 0.085 0.154 0.227 0.216 0.223 

Near_6 0.047 0.088 0.188 0.165 0.170 

Near_7 0.039 0.189 0.204 0.164 0.168 

Near_8 0.036 0.120 0.179 0.148 0.166 

Near_9 0.059 0.146 0.143 0.166 0.187 

Attention 0.123 0.170 0.329 0.319 0.268 

Table 5-6 Results of near_1 to near_9 and attention model. Metric is NMAP@10. 

 
 
    There are two examples of our attention model given two different queries. Table 

5-7 shows the query “The food I ate” gives near_2 model more weight. On the other hand, 

Table 5-8 shows the query “Ferris wheel in Paris.” gives near_5 more weight. Both of 

these queries give lower weight to near_6 to near_9. 
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Query The food I ate 

Weight Near_1 Near_2 Near_3 Near_4 Near_5 Near_6 Near_7 Near_8 Near_9 
0.05 0.29 0.11 0.26 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.04 

Table 5-7 The weights of 9 models for the query “The food I ate.” 

 

Query Ferris wheel in Paris 

Weight Near_1 Near_2 Near_3 Near_4 Near_5 Near_6 Near_7 Near_8 Near_9 
0.11 0.06 0.21 0.12 0.33 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.04 

Table 5-8 The weights of 9 models for the query “Ferris wheel in Paris.” 

 
 
5.5 Results 

    The performance of the two baseline models and our four proposed models are 

shown below (See Table 5-9 and Table 5-10). 

 

Baseline model Food Accom Q1 Q2 Q3 

TBN_MSCOCO 0.091 0.083 0.062 0.074 0.049 

Google image search 0.014 0.011 0.106 0.142 0.221 

Table 5-9 Performance of the baseline models for the 5 types of queries on Blog-travel 

dataset.  

Proposed model Food Accom Q1 Q2 Q3 

Image model near_3 0.087 0.104 0.175 0.171 0.181 

Story model near_3 0.045 0.058 0.280 0.216 0.166 

Image-story model near_3 0.101 0.153 0.302 0.256 0.228 

Image-story attention model 0.123 0.170 0.329 0.319 0.268 

Table 5-10 Performance of the proposed models for the 5 types of queries on Blog-

travel dataset.  
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    The results show all of our proposed models outperform Google_image_search over 

four types of query (food, accommodation, Q1 and Q2). After combining Image model 

and Story model, the performance of our Image-story model is increased apparently. Our 

proposed Image-story model outperforms two baseline models over all types of queries. 

That means the information of image model and story model is complementary. Moreover, 

our Image-story attention model could further improve the performance. 

    We also plot the MAP@10 scores for all 30 authors in the Blog-travel dataset to 

check whether the NMAP@10 is good or not (See Figure 5-2). Due to typesetting, we 

only plot four most important types of query (food, Q1, Q2 and Q3). The plots “food”, 

“Q1” and “Q2” show our proposed Image-story model outperforms 

Google_image_search in most of cases. And the plot “Q3” shows the performance of our 

model and Google_image_search is almost the same. Therefore, we consider NMAP@10 

is a suitable metric for this kind of task. 
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Figure 5-2 Performance comparison between the proposed Image-story attention 

model and Google image search on the 30 authors. Each plot contains 30 red spots and 

30 blue spots. If a vertical line contains blue spot, the line should contain red spot as well. 

Where X-axis is total number of images of the author. Y-axis is the MAP@10 score. The 

big spot means the best performance model of the author. 

 

    There is a big performance difference between our model and Google image search 

of type “food”. From the searching results (See Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4), our proposed 

model is more correct and reasonable. 
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Figure 5-3 The result of Google_image_search of type “food” on the author 

“altheawoman”. 

 

 

Figure 5-4 The result of our proposed Image-story model of query type “food” on the 

author “altheawoman”. 

  

    We compare our proposed four models by plotting 30 authors as well (See Figure 
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5-5). The performance of Image-story model is better than the average score of other two 

models in most of cases. That means there exists complementarity between Image model 

and Story model. We get better performance through combining these two models. 

Moreover, our proposed image-story attention model could get even better performance 

than the other three models in all types of queries. 

 

Figure 5-5 Performance comparison between our proposed four models on 30 authors. 

Each plot contains 30 red spots and 30 blue spots. If a vertical line contains blue spot, the 

line should contain red spot as well. Where X-axis is total number of images of the author. 

Y-axis is the MAP@10 score. The big spot means the best performance model of the 

author. 
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    Some searching results show the difference between our four models of query type 

“Q1”, “Q2” and “Q3” (See Figure 5-6 to Figure 5-12). The Image model is strong at 

searching images which meet the query meaning. On the other hand, the Story model is 

strong at searching stories which meet the query meaning. Even though the result of Story 

model often gives us some non-reasonable images, it could get some images which are 

the person really want but very hard to be found by the Image model. As the result, we 

could get better performance after combining two models. Our image-story attention 

model could usually get even better result. Note that some images seem to be correct, but 

those images are not the target images of the annotators. 

 

 

Figure 5-6 The searching result of query type “Q1”. Query is “前門各個栩栩如生的

雕像彷彿帶我們回到聖經裡的場景(The vivid statues of the front doors seem to bring 

us back to the scene in the Bible)”. 
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Figure 5-7 The searching result of query type “Q1”. Query is “年歲久遠而且很獨特

的教堂 (Old and very unique church)”. 

 

 

Figure 5-8 The searching result of query type “Q2”. Query is “點了星巴克的三明治

和咖啡(Starbucks sandwiches and coffee)”. 
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Figure 5-9 The searching result of query type “Q2”. Query is “入場券上有蒙娜麗莎

的微笑(Mona Lisa smile on the ticket)”. 

 

 

Figure 5-10 The searching result of image-story model from partial queries. 
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Figure 5-11 The searching result of query type “Q3”. Query is “法國家常料理體驗

(French home cooking experience)”. 

 

 

Figure 5-12 The searching result of query type “Q3”. Query is “凡爾賽宮中的名畫

(Famous paintings in Versailles)”. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work 

 

    Human memory is composed of many abstract scenes. An efficient and popular way 

to record memory is through writing image-text intertwined blogs. This thesis builds an 

image recall dataset “Blog-travel” with 5 types of queries and proposes four models to do 

the image recall task. Our Image model and Story model are strong at different aspects 

and complementary to each other. As the result, combining these two model is a 

reasonable way. Our image-story model outperforms Google image search on Blog-travel 

image recall task. Moreover, our image-story attention model could further improve the 

performance. 

    To move forward on this task, there are some points of view to improve the 

performance: 

• Build a stronger image-text embedding model structure which contains higher 

dimensional image-text coordinated embedding to keep more information. 

• Build stronger sentence encoder. 

• Build stronger image encoder. 

• Find a good way to indicate where is the key story for the target image. 
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